Improve your Pharmacy Technology course outcomes with Elsevier Adaptive Quizzing

Corresponding chapter-by-chapter to Mosby's Pharmacy Technician, 4th Edition, Elsevier Adaptive Quizzing integrates seamlessly into your course to help students of all skill levels focus their study time and effectively prepare for class, course exams, and the certification exam. With a bank of high-quality practice questions, students can advance at their own pace — based on individual performance — through multiple mastery levels for each chapter.

- **UNIQUE!** In addition to detailed rationales for each question, select questions include interactive multimedia resources such as illustrations, animations, videos, audio clips, summary tables, and study tips to help students master challenging material
- **Alternate item format questions** — including multiple-response, fill-in-the-blank, prioritizing, graphic options, chart/exhibit, video, audio, and hot spot — provide variety and help hone test-taking skills.
- **The comprehensive dashboard** allows you to monitor the activity of individual students, assess overall class performance, and identify areas of strength and weakness
- **UNIQUE!** Elsevier's trusted, market-leading content serves as the foundation for all questions, which are written, reviewed, and leveled by experienced health professions educators, item writers, and authors

Be sure to ask about money-saving packages and custom bundles!

NEW EDITION!

Give students a head start on their careers with this hands-on simulation package

- **NEW!** Cloud-based software offers easy access and a seamless online experience
- **UNIQUE!** Full version of DAA Enterprises' Visual Superscript pharmacy management software mimics what students will encounter in the pharmacy
- **UNIQUE!** Fully functional patient record database corresponds to worktext exercises for realistic practice to master key skills
- **UPDATED!** Expanded lab content aligned with ASHP curriculum requirements

Included with the text...

EDUCATOR RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Instructor’s manual
- Lab output documents
- Blank prescription forms
- PowerPoint® presentation to show key applications

STUDENT RESOURCES ON EVOLVE
- Lab tips
- Technical support information
- Additional practice prescription exercises
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Also available as an ebook
Save time WITH ELSEVIER EDUCATOR SUPPORT

**Educator Resources on Evolve**
Elsevier’s textbook support offers a wealth of teaching resources and course planning tools.

Visit evolve.elsevier.com
- Lecture outlines
- Teaching strategies
- Learning objectives
- Image collections
- ExamView test banks
- Case studies

**Total Education And Curriculum Help (TEACH)**
TEACH is your complete curriculum solution, offering a consistent structure to connect your curricula, empower faculty, and maximize learning outcomes.
- Ready-to-use lesson plans
- Class planning checklists
- Assessment questions
- Classroom activities
- PowerPoint® slides with talking points
- Discussion questions
- Student handouts
- Answer keys

**Evolve Technical Support Center**
Training and technical support for your Elsevier eproducts is available online for convenient 24/7 access.

Visit evoluesupport.elsevier.com
- Registration help
- Webinars
- Tutorials
- Troubleshooting
- Training calendar
- FAQs

Visit myevolve.us/PharmTech2017
Elsevier Education is passionate about just that — education. Our motivating goal in everything we do is preparing today’s students for successful healthcare careers. How do we accomplish this? We make sure that today’s higher learning institutions and educators are well equipped with the latest information, learning technology, and assessment tools so they can effectively guide students in becoming tomorrow’s leading health science experts and caregivers.

CONTACT
your Elsevier Education Solutions Consultant

VISIT
myevolve.us/PharmTech2017